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5 Claims. (C. 257-130) 
This invention relates to a heat-exchange core 

and the present application is a division of my 
COpending application Serial No. 299,954, filed 
October 18, 1939. It primarily concerns a tubular 
type radiator core for use with internal com 
bustion engines such as those used in motor 
vehicles and airplanes, but it also may be used 
in other heat-exchange devices. 
The general object of the invention is to pro 

vide an improved tubular heat-exchange core. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 
Will appear from the following Specification and 
drawings. 
An embodiment of the invention is shown in 

the accompanying drawings in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of one of the 

heat-exchange elements or fin sections used in 
the core. 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of one of the tubes 
employed in the core. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged end view of the tube 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing how the 
fin sections and tubes are assembled to make 
the core. 

Fig. 5 is a partial, longitudinal cross section 
of a portion of a completed core showing how 
the fin sections and tubes are united. 

Fig. 6 is a partial cross section at right angles 
to that of Fig. 5 showing how the fin Sections 
and tubes are united. 

Fig. 7 is a partial perspective of a portion of 
the standard type of tubular radiator core. 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged partial end view of the 
core of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is a front elevation of a completed core, 
the view being broken along both vertical and 
horizontal lines so that it will not Occupy SO 
much Space. 

Fig. 10 is an end view of the completed core of 
Fig. 9, said view being broken along a horizontal 
line. 

Fig. 11 is a top view of the completed core, 
said view also being broken along a horizontal 
line. 

Fig. 12 is a partial perspective of one of the 
head pieces of a radiator. 

Fig. 13 is a front sectional elevation of a comr. 
pleted core showing it mounted in head plates 
and as it appears in a finished radiator, the view 
being broken along a horizontal line. 
The present invention is a continuation-in 

part of prior application Serial No. 280,133, filed 
June 20, 1939. 
The invention can be more clearly explained 
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by first outlining the problems involved in 
radiator core construction and manufacture so 
that their solution by the present invention will 
be understood. 
The two types of automotive radiator cores 

in general use are the cellular and the tubular 
types. The cellular type has been predominant 
because of the ease and cheapness of assembly 
as well as better cooling capacity in a restricted 
Space and more cooling capacity per pound of 
metal used. On the other hand, the cellular 
type has certain disadvantages in that the water 
passages are not as free, or straight, or of as 
large a size as desirable; the structural strength 
is not great; and it has a multiplicity of over 
lapping seams that are sealed only by solder, 
the latter condition being increasingly detri 
mental owing to the present-day tendency of 
allowing a Small pressure to develop in the cool 
ing systems of automobiles. 
The tubular type has certain well-recognized 

advantages such as straight and unobstructed 
water passages of adequate size formed by the 
tubes; greater structural strength; and no lapped 
Seams that are sealed only by solder. However, 
Owing to the nature of its construction and the 
manner in which it has had to be assembled, 
the COst of the tubular type has been such as to 
offset, to a great extent, its advantages. 
The characteristics desired in a tubular heat 

exchange core are a maximum cooling capacity 
per cubic inch of core so as to get the required 
cooling action in a minimum space; the maxi 
mum COoling action per pound of metal used to 
thereby keep the cost low because the materials 
employed, such as Copper, brass, and solder, are 
relatively expensive; a construction that can be 
easily, rapidly and inexpensively manufactured 
in large quantities and which is susceptible of 
full or semiautomatic assembly; a construction 
that will Operate efficiently under all sorts of 
conditions of temperature, hard usage, and dif 
ferent kinds of cooling fluids, including anti 
freeze solutions, such as obtain in automobiles; 
and a construction that can be easily and effec 
tively serviced; together with Which there must 
be the requisite structural strength, flexibility, 
and pleasing appearance. 
The present invention achieves these results 

and, in fact, retains the advantages of the tubu 
lar type of core while, at the same time, ob 
taining the advantages of the cellular type. 

Present-day tubular radiators are made by 
pushing tubes (Fig. 7) througin openings in in 
dividual fins 2 of which there are usually a large 
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number as shown in Fig. 7. The fins 2 are 
stamped out of copper or brass that must be 
relatively hard and stiff in order that the tubes 
may be pushed through the openings in the fins. 
This requires the use of what is known as a 
silver-bearing copper of which there is only a 
limited supply and which is relatively expensive. 
A multitude of slot-like openings 3 are punched 
in the fins which requires expensive dies that 
wear quite quickly and that require constant at 
tention. In punching these holes, the metal is 
drawn out to form a short flange (Fig. 7) at 
right angles to the surface of the fin, but these 
flanges are invariably ruptured at both ends of 
the slot as illustrated in Fig. 7 because of the 
hard nature of the copper that must be em 
ployed to make the fins stiff. Thus, the flanges 
are very imperfect. After the fins have been 
stamped and punched, they must be assembled 
and held in proper spaced relation which re 
quires a special jig or fixture in which the fins 
must be carefully assembled. The tubes are 
then pushed one at a time through the openings 
in the assembled group of fins. The tubes must 
be quite stiff to prevent bending but, even when 
made stiff, they must first be inserted through 
an arbor which is put against the opening in 
the first fin and the tube pushed through the 
arbor and then carefully pushed on through the 
openings in all the fins, the arbor being neces 
sary to prevent bending of the tubes. It has been 
found from experience that, in order to reduce 
the fin and tube deformation to the lowest prac 
tical value, the fins must be made of hard copper 
of at least four thousandths of an inch (.004'') 
thickness and the tube walls must be at least 
Six thousandths of an inch (.006'). Even With 
these thicknesses, it is necessary, after the core 
has been completed, to carefully go over it to 
see that the fins are properly spaced apart and 
that they have not been deformed in the assen 
bly process. The above process is a slow, tedious 
and costly one that must be performed by skilled 
Operators. Even with the best materials avail 
able and with skilled operators, there is a marked 
wastage of tubes, fins, and partly assembled 
cores. The efficiency of a core of this type de 
pends largely upon the metal-to-metal contact 
between the tubes and the fins because the heat 
from the water in the tubes must pass through 
the tube walls to the fins so that it may be dis 
sipated by the air going past said fins. In the 
construction just described, the metal-to-metal 
contact is very poor and haphazard. In the first 
place, the dies for punching the holes wear rap 
idly and to different extents so that some of the 
holes are soon slightly larger than others. The 
tubes do not always come of uniform size nor 
of the same size throughout, and the thickness 
of the metal employed in them may vary slightly. 
Also, the tubes may be bent or twisted slightly 
either before or during the assembly. Then, too, 
the holes in the fins must be appreciably larger 
than the tubes in order that the tubes can be 
pushed through the fin assembly. Because of 
these conditions there is often a space between 
the edges of the openings in the fins and the 
tubes, which space may vary and is difficult, if 
not impossible, to control. This condition is 
illustrated in Fig. 8 by the space 5, the actual 
dimensions being somewhat exaggerated in order 
that the lines of the drawing may not run to 
gether. After the core is assembled, the tubes 
are Soldered to the fins but, at the time this 
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2,252,211 
there is no way of getting at the openings ex 
cept on the two outside fins. The result is that 
the soldering is very uncertain and, because of 
the varying space between the tubes and the 
edges of the openings, the soldering may be only 
in spots 6 as illustrated in Fig. 7. There is no 
way of correcting this difficulty in the assembled 
core, as the interior of the core is inaccessible. 
The metal-to-metal contact in a core of this type 
is So uncertain that cores of the same size vary 
in cooling capacity by as much as four per cent. 
From all of this it will be clear that the stand 
ard type of tubular core is not only expensive 
but it is also of uncertain efficiency. These fac 
tors have Worked against the use of the tubular 
type of core as compared with the cellular type. 
The present invention departs radically from 

the usual practice in making tubular cores. In 
stead of using a multiplicity of independent fins, 
the heat. dissipating elements are made in in 
tegral Sections, such as the section fo shown in 
Fig. 1. These Sections will be called the “fin 
Sections' for convenience in description. Each 
fin section is made of an integral strip of soft 
metal, preferably soft, pliable copper, which has 
a width in the direction A of Fig. 1 equal to the 
thickness of the radiator core and a length B, 
preferably substantially equal to the height of 
said core (Fig. 13). 
The metal strip O is reversely folded, or ac 

Cordion-pleated, as shown in Fig. 1, to form a 
multiplicity of folds that are substantially 
parallel to one another and relatively close to 
gether. The frequency of the folds is usually 
about ten per inch, that is, there are ten thin 
metal strips per lineal inch of completed fin 
Section. This frequency may be varied to suit 
the requirements but is preferably kept between 
nine and twelve folds per inch. The bends in 
the metal are approximately 180 degree bends 
S0 that the folds are approximately parallel to 
each other but it is to be noted that there is a 
substantial curve at the bends or edges of the 
folds as illustrated at 2 in Fig. 1 so as to pro 
vide a Substantial Surface along the tops of the 
bends for purposes that will presently appear. 
The copper employed need not be a silver-bear 
ing copper but may be a soft copper that is less 
expensive. Also, the metal employed is thinner 
than that which can be safely used in the old 
style tubular construction. For example, copper 
three thousandths of an inch (.003') thick can 
be easil and safely used, whereas the fins in 
the old construction must be at least four thous 
andths (.004'') inch thick. While this is not a 
great difference in actual fractions of an inch, 
relatively it is a big difference and results in a 
marked economy in the use of an expensive 
metal, as will be explained later. The thickness 
of the completed fin section in the direction C 
in Fig. 1 is preferably approximately seven six 
teenths of an inch (s'). This thickness or 
depth of fold in a metal as thin as .003' soft 
copper is greater than has heretofore been con 
sidered obtainable, and this fin section and the 
process of making it are the subject matter of a 
Separate application. 
The fin section is very rigid in the direction 

of its thickness, which is important in connec 
tion with accurate spacing of the tubes that are 
placed between the fin sections as presently will 
be explained. This rigidity with a fin section 
made of Soft copper is obtained by having the 
folds parallel, the edges rounded and by having a 

occurs, the core is in assembled condition and 75 multiplicity of folds per inch. 
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The fin sectio is preferably formed with 

humps or projections 3 in the individual folds, 
which humps may also be considered indenta 
tions depending upon which side of the fold is 
being considered. It is to be noted that these 
humps are obtained without cutting or breaking 
the metal, the fin folds being imperforate. Be 
Cause of the soft metal used, these humps may 
be made higher, or of more substantial depth, 
than is possible in the old hard copper fins, and 
the resulting air surface of the fins can thus be 
increased for a given dimension of fin section. 
The humps are about three thirty-seconds of an 
inch (%2') deep and they are in the form of 
truncated pyramids which not only alternate in 
direction relative to the surface of the fold from 
One end of the fold to the other but which also 
alternate as to height from the top or bottom of 
the fold. In other words, starting from the 
right-hand end of the first fold in Fig. 1, the 
first hump projects toward the reader and is 
toward the top of the fin fold, the next hump 
projects away from the reader and is toward the 
bottom of the fold, the next hump projects toward 
the reader and is toward the top, and SO on 
across the length of the fold. In the completed 
section, these indentations or humps in one fold 
register with those in the next adjacent fold as 
shown in Fig. 10. The result is that an air pas 
sage is provided between the individual folds of 
the fin section which is undulating or sinuous in 
planes that are at right angles to one another 
or, when the core is in vertical position, the air 
passage is undulating in both a horizontal and a 
vertical plane. This provides an improved air 
turbulence over prior constructions and this in 
proved turbulence, together with the increased 
size of the humps made possible by the Soft metal 
employed, increases the cooling capacity and effl 
ciency of the fin section without interfering with 
proper air flow through the paSSage. 
The fin section also may have a series of Spacer 

humps 4 (Figs. 1, 10 and 11) formed on it which 
are used in making the fin section, which tend 
to keep the folds properly spaced after the fin 
section is completed, and which increase the air 
surface slightly. 
The tubes 16, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, are made 

of copper or brass and, because these tubes do 
not have to be pushed through openings in fins 
as will presently appear, it has been found that 
the tube wall thickness can be reduced by six 
teen per cent as compared with the old construc 
tion and that a tube wall thickness of five thou 
sandths of an inch (.005') gives as good a per 
formance as was previously obtained with a 
tube wall thickness of six thousandths of an 
inch (.006'). 
in the straightness of the tubes do not interfere 
with the assembly or with the efficiency of the 
co tubes are substantially flat though slightly 
bulged along the longitudinal center as shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3. They are formed with lock Seams 
such as shown at 7, and these lock Seams are 
preferably located along the side edges of the 
tubes. The lock seams extend for the full thick 
ness of the tubes to provide four thicknesses of 
metal on edge and an important feature is that 
these lock seams are accurately made to act as 
spacers for determining the final thickness of the 
tubes in the completed core. The dimensions of 
the lock seams in the direction of the thickness 
of the tubes are kept to within four thousandths 

Furthermore, variations in size or 
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3 
of an inch. The lock seams also stiffen the tubes 
and prevent their collapse during assembly of the 
core by acting as stops or spacers preventing the 
fin. Sections from Compressing the tubes beyond 
a certain limit. 
The tubes are formed in a tube mill, which has 

not been shown because it is of a well known 
type, by a continuous process that bends a strip 
of sheet metal to shape and forms a lock seam 
in it. In the present invention, the tube mill is 
adjusted to give a lock Seam of accurate dimen 
sions and of the type shown and described. Dur 
ing the making of the tube, the lock seam is 
Soldered and, while this is being done, the entire 
outside of the tube is covered with a thin coat 
of Solder as illustrated at 8 in Fig. 2. This 
coating is regulated as to its thickness and is 
preferably quite thin. As the tube issues from 
the tube mill, a coating of suitable soldering flux 
is applied which hardens as the tube cools and 
which remains on the outside of the tube. The 
tube is then cut into desired lengths, which vary 
With the height of the core with which they are 
to be used. 
The purpose of these tubes in the completed 

core is to provide water passages and it will be 
observed that they provide straight, smooth, un 
obstructed passages that cannot be easily clogged 
by rust or other foreign material. Furthermore, 
the passages are devoid of lapped or soldered 
joints, such as would easily leak under severe 
Service conditions. Instead a lock seam has been 
provided which will not leak under severe service 
conditions including considerable pressure. 
After the tubes and fin sections have been 

formed, the process of making the core starts 
With one of the fin sections 10 shown in Fig. 1. 
Referring to Fig. 4, one of these fin sections is 
placed in position and then a set of tubes 6 hav 
ing Solder and flux on their outside surfaces is 
placed on top of the fin section in proper spaced 
relation. Four tubes comprise a set in the core 
illustrated in Fig. 4. It is to be noted that the 
Substantially flat, lower sides of the tubes rest on 
the edges 2 of the folds of the fin section so as 
to contact all of the top edges of the fin folds for 
the width of the core. 

Next, another fin section is placed on top of 
the Set of tubes and, as will be clear from Fig. 4, 
the top of the set of tubes contacts all the lower 
edges of the folds of the second fin section. 
Then a second set of tubes is placed on top of 

the Second fin section, a third fin section is 
placed in position, a third set of tubes is placed 
on top of the third fin section, and these steps 
are continued until the radiator core is of the 
desired size. 
The assembled fin sections and tubes are then 

forced tightly together and clamped to hold the 
parts firmly in position and to obtain complete 
and definite contact between each tube and all 
the edges of the fin sections adjacent it. The 
pressure applied straightens out the bulges along 
the center lines of the tubes and flattens them, 
which allows all the tubes and fin sections to 
move. into contact even though there may be 
some inequalities in the size of the tubes or some 
bending or deformation of the parts. The tend 
ency of the tubes to assume their original Cons 
dition also tends to keep them in good contact 
with the fin sections. This flattening of the 
tubes does not deform their inner surfaces. 
They still have ample capacity and provide 
smooth unobstructed passages. The lock Seams 
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On the sides of the tubes provide four spacers 
between each two fin sections which accurately 
space the fin sections and which prevent collapse 
of the tubes. The soft copper out of which the 
fin Sections are made may allow Some of the 
edges of the folds to yield slightly should SOme 
of the edges be slightly higher than others, al 
though, as a whole, these fin sections are very 
resistant to pressure owing to the construction 
of the fin elements with the folds substantially 
parallel and close together and the bends round 
ed. The fin sections thus space the sets of tubes. 
and the tubes space the fin Sections, with the 
result that the sets of tubes are accurately spaced 
to enable them to enter the holes in the headers 
later described. This spacing must be within 
several thousandths of an inch but by using ac 
curate lock Seams and by means of the type of 
fin section employed, it has been found that this 
accurate spacing of the tubes can be obtained. 
While the core elements are thus held tightly 

together in proper relation to each other, the 
assembly is subjected to heat Sufficient to cause 
the solder on the tubes to soften and flow 
enough to Soldier the tubes to the fin Sections. 
Immediately afterward, the unit is either 

cooled or quenched or allowed to cool in the at 
mosphere to thereby Solidify the Solder, the parts 
being held firmly in position by the clamps until 
the solder has solidified. 
The process also results in integrally bonding 

or uniting all the folds of each fin Section to 
the respective tubes engaged by it, that is, to the 
sets of tubes on each side of it; and this uniting 
or bonding is not only a definite and uniform one 
for each and every fold, but it is a uniting that 
occurs for the full width of each tube along a 
band of substantial width owing to the substan 
tial width of the bends of the folds in the fin 
Sections. 
The resulting construction is shown in One 

cross section in Fig. 5 and in another CrOSS Sec 
tion in Fig. 6, where, however, the relative amount 
of solder between the fin edges and the tubes 
has been exaggerated to avoid having the lines 
of the drawings run together. In actual practice 
the amount of solder is kept at a minimum in 
order to obtain as nearly as possible a metal-to 
metal contact between the copper fin edges and 
the brass tubes, copper and braSS being better 
heat conductors than solder. Figs. 5 and 6 show 
how the fins are made an integral part of the 
tubes and how they are united along a line of 
Substantial width and for the full width of each 
tube. It is to be observed that the Soldering 
takes place along the edges of the fin folds only, 
as distinguished from constructions that are 
dipped, where the entire fin section is covered 
with Soldier. Such constructions are not only 
wasteful of solder but are not as efficient be 
cause the solder on the fin sections detracts 
from the efficiency of said sections as heat con 
ductors. 
This method of making a radiator Core is much 

simpler and a great deal less expensive than 
the constructions heretofore used in which the 
tubes are pushed through individual fins. The 
assembly operations that have been wasteful of 
time and material have been eliminated. The 
new assembly operations are few and very easy. 
The number of parts in a radiator of a given 
size and capacity is reduced approximately one 
third. Moreover, the contact between the tubes 
and the fins is much greater and much better, 
and there is no uncertainty about it. 
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2,252,211 
though the tubes may vary slightly in size and 
even though the folds of the fin section may 
vary slightly at places or be slightly bent or 
twisted, nevertheless, this type of construction 
and method of assembly are such that, when the 
parts are clamped together, the tubes will yield 
slightly and flatten out to give complete and 
definite contact between each fold of each fin 
Section and each of the tubes that it is supposed 
to contact and, after the soldering action, every 
fold is intimately united to its tube throughout 
the entire Surface of contact; and this is not a 
contact along a sharp edge but a Substantial Con 
tact Over a folded edge of substantial width and 
for the full width of the tube. 
The lock Seams on the side edges of the tubes 

provide four accurate spacers between each two 
fin Sections and prevent collapse of the tubes. 
The nature of the fin sections is such that, even 
though they are made of Soft copper, they accu 
rately space the tubes and they act as a firm 
bracing means between the tubes to give the 
core excellent structural strength. 
One of the most important advantages is that 

the thickness of the metal in the fin sections and 
the tubes may be reduced without in any way 
reducing the heat dissipating capacity of the 
core or interfering with its assembly. It has been 
found that, for cores of a given heat dissipating 
capacity, the amount of metal per finished core 
is reduced by five pounds, or about twenty-five 
percent, as compared with the standard tubular 
construction. Thus, a much greater efficiency 
per pound of metal used is obtained. Since the 
metal is expensive, this results in a very sub 
stantial saving when it is considered that thou 
Sands of these cores are made per day. There 
is, of course, also a commensurate saving in the 
simplicity and ease of assembly. It has also been 
found that only about one-third (%) as much 
Solder is used as compared with the standard 
cellular type. This is a great economy in tin 
which is one of the main ingredients of solder 
and which has to be imported into this country. 
Another advantage is that there is no damag 

ing, and consequent scrapping, of valuable metal 
during the assembly. As stated, in the old con 
struction, even when the utmost care was used 
by trained operators, there was a considerable 
percentage of damaged fins, tubes and partly 
assembled cores. 

After the core has been completed, the ends of 
the tubes which project from the bottom and 
top of the core are inserted in head sheets 50, as 
shown in Fig. 13. These head sheets, a portion 
of one of which is illustrated in detail in Fig. 12, 
have openings 5 punched in them to receive the 
tubes. During the punching operation the metal 
is drawn out into flanges 52. These openings are 
provided with considerable lead at their ends and 
side edges, as shown at 53 in Fig. 12, so that, if 
any of the tubes in the finished core should be 
slightly out of line, the head sheet Can, never 
theless, be easily pushed on the ends of the core. 
After the head sheets are placed in position, the 
parts are held together and the assembly is 
heated at its ends only. This results in soldering 
the ends of the tubes to the head pieces by means 
of the solder on the outsides of the tubes and it 
also Softens the solder a few inches back from 
the top and bottom of the core to allow any tubes 
that may be slightly out of line to adjust them 
Selves So that there will be no strain on the core. 

It is to be understood that the radiator core 
Even construction and method of making the same 
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disclosed herein are for purposes of illustration 
only and that variations may be made within the 
spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the 
appended claims. 

I claim: - 
1. A heat-exchange core of the tubular type 

comprising a plurality of sets of Substantially 
flat tubes with the tubes of each set arranged in 
line from front to rear of said core, and a single 
integral fin section between and united to each 
two adjacent sets of tubes, said tubes Spacing said 
fin sections apart and each of said tubes being 
provided along one edge with a multi-layered 
portion forming a stiffening element extending 
transversely to the adjacent fin sections, said fin 
section being made of metal less than four thou 
sandths of an inch (.004'') thick and comprising 
a pleated metal strip having all of its folds Sub 
stantially parallel with one another and of a fre 
quency of at least nine per inch, the turned-over 
edges of said folds, being rounded and of sub 
stantial width and each and every fold being 
integrally united over all its substantial width 
with the flat sides of the tubes on the respective 
sides of the fin section and for substantially the 
full width of the tubes. 

2. A heat-exchange core of the tubular type 
comprising a plurality of sets of substantially flat 
tubes, the tubes of each set being arranged Sub 
stantially in line from front to rear of said core, 
and a single integral fin section between and 
united to each two adjacent sets of tubes, said 
fin section comprising a pleated metal strip hav 
ing all of its folds substantially parallel with One 
another, said folds being imperforate but having 
a multiplicity of humps of substantial depth 
therein with the humps alternating across the 
length of the folds both as to distance from the 
edges of the folds and the direction in which they 
project from the faces of the folds, the humps 
in one fold registering with those in adjacent 
folds to provide an air passage between them 
that undulates in planes at right angles to one 
another, the turned-over edges of said folds being 
of substantial width and each and every edge be 
ing integrally united over all of its width with 
the flat sides of the tubes on the respective sides 
of the fin section and for substantially the full 
width of said tubes. 

3. A heat-exchange core of the tubular type 
comprising a plurality of sets of separate sub 
stantially flat tubes, the tubes of each set being 
arranged in line from front to rear of said core, 
and a single integral fin section between and 
united to each two adjacent sets of tubes, said 
tubes having a special means formed in their 
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walls which is positioned to act and which is 
accurately dimensioned in the direction of the 
thickness of said tubes to act as a rigid spacing 
means between the fin sections, each fin section 
comprising a pleated metal strip having all of its 
folds substantially parallel with one another with 
humps formed in the parallel folds to stiffen them 
and provide undulating air passages between ad 
jacent folds, the turned-over edges of said folds 
being of substantial width and each and every 
fold being integrally united over its substantial 
width with the flat sides of the tubes on the re 
spective sides of the fin section for substantially 
the full width of said tubes. 

4. A heat-exchange core of the tubular type 
comprising a plurality of sets of substantially flat 
tubes, the tubes of each set being arranged in 
line from front to rear of said core, and a single 
integral fin section between and united to each 
two adjacent sets of tubes, said tubes having 
lock seams along their side edges dimensioned in 
the direction of the thickness of said tubes to 
act as spacers between the fin sections, each fin 
Section comprising a pleated metal strip having 
all of its folds substantially parallel with one 
another, the turned-over edges of said folds be 
ing of substantial width and each and every fold 
being integrally united Over its substantial width 
with the flat sides of the tubes on the respective 
sides of the fin section for substantially the full 
width of said tubes. 

5. A heat-exchange core of the tubular type 
Comprising a plurality of sets of thin, substan 
tially flat tubes having lock seams along their 
side edges positioned to act as spacers for the 
thickness of said tubes, the tubes of each set being 
arranged in line from front to rear of Said Core, 
and a single integral fin section between and 
united to each two adjacent sets of tubes, said 
fin Section being made of metal less than four 
thousandths of an inch (.004'') thick and com 
prising a pleated metal strip having all of its 
folds substantially parallel with One another and 
of a frequency of at least nine per inch, said 
folds being imperforate but having a multiplicity 
of humps of Substantial depth therein with the 
humps in one fold registering with those in ad 
jacent folds to provide undulating air passages 
from the front to the rear of said core, the turned 
over edges of said folds being rounded and of 
substantial width and each and every fold being 
united over all its substantial width with the flat 
sides of the tubes on the respective sides of the 
fin section and for substantially the full width of 
the tubes. 
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